Traits & feelings (4-5)
Word-family map

behave

behaves
behaved
behaving

well-behaved

misbehavior
misbehave
misbehaves
misbehaved
misbehaving

behavior
behaviorist
behaviorism
behavioral
Traits & feelings (4-5)
Word-family map

matures
matured
maturing

mature student
mature cheese
premature aging

maturity
maturation
maturely

immature
immaturity
immaturely
premature
prematurity
prematurely
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Traits & feelings (4-5)
Word-family map

depends
depend
dependant
dependance
dependent
dependently
dependable
dependably
dependability

depended
depending

depends
independence
independent
independently

that depends
independent contractor
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Traits & feelings (4-5)
Word-family map

- respects
- respected
- respecting

- disrespect
- disrespects
- disrespected
- disrespecting
- disrespectful
- disrespectfully
- irrespectively

- pay your respects
- respectful distance

- respectful
- respectfully
- respectable
- respectably
- respectability
- respective
- respectively
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Historically, movie theaters showed news programs and short features before the main movie. (Movies)

He called this machine the Analytical Engine. It had all the features of a modern general purpose computer, including memory, control, and input/output capabilities. (Be a better reader)

Scientists divide kingdoms into smaller groups... Each time they sort, they use the organism's features to decide whether or not the organism belongs to the group. (What are the building blocks of life?)

Tama has been featured in many newspaper and magazine articles as well as on television shows and in video clips. (A hardworking cat)

The book is expected to be a part of a larger series and features Camp Half Blood once again. (Rick Riordan)

includes or is included as an important part of something (v)

One popular type of story, which is found throughout a newspaper, is the feature story. Feature stories report on topics such as art, technology, and health. (Newspapers)

special radio, TV, or movie programs, or special articles in newspapers or magazines (n)

features
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Traits & feelings (4-5)
Multiple-meaning-word map

There are bees of many colors, from **dull** black to glittering green. *(What's the buzz?)*

not bright (adj)

Once the house had been painted, but the sun blistered the paint and the rains washed it away, and now the house was as **dull** and gray as everything else. *(The wonderful Wizard of Oz)*

not felt strongly (adj)

Tiredness settled in the knot on his forehead in a **dull** ache that came and went. *(M.C. Higgins the Great)*

**dull**

boring (adj)

Mariah often wished she had a younger father. Her dad was totally **dull** and old-fashioned. *(Mariah)*

The **dull** thuds of thunder falling in the distance now felt comforting, and before the sounds entirely faded, Omakayas was asleep. *(The birchbark house)*

Pete did not want **dull** popcorn. He added lots of spices. *(Popple popcorn)*
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